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Eastern intellectuals did in all ear-
nestness realise the tricks and
gimmicks of the exploitative
manoeuvring. They do not go
harping on the tune of global vil-
lage or one world in the same
manner as the harbingers of
global development who are very
vibrant, ambitious, glowing with
enthusiasm to monopolise de-,
velopment for all. They are very
vocal, very eloquent, a man of
facile pen, most expert in the art
of euphemism. But the honest
and sincere intellectuals I am
referring to, who still charish
moral values and strive for equal-
ity and justice are still resting with
reference to human rights,
though they love to see the con-
cept of global village be realised
in the true sense of the term, they
do not see that any sincere and
outright attempts have so far been
made towards this direction.

Bernard T G Chidzero, Senior
Minister of Finance, Economic
Planning and Development in
Zimbabwe in his article discovers
not global village of equalities,
cooperation and development for.
all on equal basis but "a world of
political and economic inequali~
ties where interdependence be-
come a euphemism for
exploitation of the weak by the
strong" (Development]ournal of
the Society for International De-
velopment, 1991).

T
HE WORLD, as the people really comes to know with much
belonging to the upper stra- startling surprise that there is
ta of society usually say, has nothing like village life and village
now become a global vil- culture in the heart of the so-

lage. However, a village society called global village. At the most,
- and you may agree if you have people from different countries
ever been in a village for a cou- and even from very remote corn-
pIe of weeks - is characterised by ers of the globe can now move to
more homogeneity, solidarity, and fro and travel through vari-
cooperation among the members ous countries of the world more
and relative equality, as compared comforta

,

bly and much faster than
to metropolises. The vilfagers eve~. In addition, the electronic
have much less complex division media of mJlss communication
of labour, much less specialisa- like CNN active round the clock
tions in terms of jobs categorised and sending transmissions all over
and hence much less diversity in the world are giving information
life style and much less individu- about events taking place any-
alistic pattern of action and atti- where in the world.
tude. On the contrary life in the ,

cities is full of divers~ties often I F THIS meaning is to be at-
resulting in conflict' and con- ,tached to the term global
tradiction. It is in a word charac- village then there is no denying
terised by heterogeneity. If these the 'meaning. But such meaning
are the observable facts can we when attributed to the world vil-
talk in terms of global village? lage it shrinks back from the es-

Nobody bothers to elucidate as sential features of the image of the
to how the concept of global vil- village. Such a meaning does not
lage is compatible to the defini- reflect cooperation, solidarity,
tion of village. More often than egalitarianism and relative
!lot the term global village is used homogeneity and equality
:0 mystify the bitter realities of characteristic of village character.
ife and to avoid the real, down to On the analogy of village the con-
~arth issues ofinjustice, inequali- cept of global village has to dis-
:ies and double standards both at play the characteristics attached
:he international and national lev- to village as mentioned above at
~ls.Moreover, to turn away from the international level. Ifcooper-
these pinching issues our atten- ation, solidarity, relative
:ion is diverted toward glittering homogeneity and equality persist
ievelopment being carried on by to rule the world of global village' T HE world is not one, it is not
:he richest countries and the then we are justified to sing the a global v.illage. It is rather
richest class within the country. song of "the global villae". But divided into North and South.
I The impression aired by this what is happening in the world -"- The North, being the richer,
musical term is that we all are be- relentless violence, gn.'esome claims to be the developer, be-
:oming one and all countries that abuse of human rights, unjustified liever in the free market econo-
!lave emerged on the surface of aggression and intervention, my, and, rapid industrialisation,
:his globe'will be one; it willibe amassing wealth by leaps and 'and hence determined to push
Jltimately one world very soon bounds by the richest of the rich and help the South to come into
,ndeed. This type of impressions and traQsna"tiona) corp~)rations - the same fold where the North
!lave such a sweeping effect that is not in comformity with the must plays the major role to direct
we the simple people are very character of village but are glar- the South to gobble up the fruits
:omfortably lulled by their ing examples of exploitation of of industrialisation along with
melodious rythm. But when some

1
the poor arid the weak by th~ rich benediction and permeation of

)ne can spare some time to dig and the mighty both at the na- the liberal privatisation but leav-
nto the very core of this slogan, 'tional and international' level. ing the strings of redistribution in
)f global village or one world, one Some Western as 'lieU) as ,,' the North's hands. Now in the ac-, . .' , "t,, , ,~- ,
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